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Overview

Year Autumn Spring Summer

1 Geography

Where do we live and what's the weather like?

(links with what did Patrington used to look
like)

What type of place do we live in?

Geography

Animals around the world

(link with dinosaurs and Pangea/ evolution)

Why do some animals live in hot places and
some animals live in cold places?

Why can’t Meerkats live in the South Pole?

History

Life in the past

(links with coasts and habitats)

What was life like for our grandparents?
Why are ipads more fun than my

grandparents’ toys?

2 History

Bonfire Night and the Great Fire of London
local links with Welwick

(links with location of London and Welwick)

Should we still celebrate Bonfire Night?/Did the
Great Fire make London a better or worse

place?

Geography

All about the Arctic and explorers

Links to Y1 Animals around the world

What is special about the Arctic?

History

Florence Nightingale/Mary Seacole 
Links with map work of journeys/ recap of seas
and oceans)

How did Florence Nightingale change
hospitals?

What was the difference between Florence and
Mary?

3

Geography

Rainforests and map skills.

What makes the rainforest unique

History

The Ancient Egyptians

(links with rivers & the water cycle)

How much did the Ancient Egyptians achieve?

History

Stone age to Iron Age

(link with settlements and land use and links to
Y1)

What was new about the New Stone Age?



Which was more impressive – the Stone Age or
the Iron Age?

Year Autumn Spring Summer
4 History

The Ancient Egyptians

(links with rivers & the water cycle)

How much did the Ancient Egyptians achieve?
Why are water systems so important now and

in the past?

Geography

European neighbours
 

(links with invaders ie Romans and Anglo
Saxons)

Links with year 3 Romans

Which is the most interesting city to visit?

History
Anglo Saxons & Vikings.

(links with Scandinavian and European
neighbours)

Was the Anglo-Saxon period really a Dark Age?
Would the Vikings do anything for money?

5 History

Crime and Punishment through the ages

Links to Y3 & Y4 Romans & Anglo Saxons

How has Crime and Punishment changed over
time?

Geography

North America

How do the climates and biomes differ across
North America?

History

Ancient Greece

(links with countries of the world and map
skills, Europe)

What have we inherited from Ancient Greece?

6 History

Mayans

(links with Latin America)
Links to Y3 Rainforests

Geography

Trade/Hull
(links withWilliam Wilberforce and slave

trade.)

Geography

Geography Skills



Why should we remember the Maya? Links to Y4 European Neighbours, North
America

How has trade and the local economy changed
in Hull?


